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1. In t rodne~n 
The decidability of the word problem for one-rule Thue systems is an open 
cluestion. In the case of one-rule special Thue systems, i.e., those of the form 
{(w, 1)} where 1 is the identity, it is known [1] that the word problem is decidable. 
Here we show that 'almost all' one-rule Thue systems have decidable word 
problems, where the notion of 'almost all' expresses a density condition. 
2. 
If ~ is a finite alphabet, then ~*  is the free monoid with identity 1 generated by 
~. If w~* ,  then the length of w is denoted by Iwl: II1=0, lal-- 1 for a~,  and 
Iwal=lwl+l for w~* ,  a~.  
A Thue system T on a finite alphabet ~ is a subset of ~*x$* .  Each element 
(u, v) of T is a rewriting rule. The Thue congruence generated by T is the reflexive, 
transitive closure ~ of the relation *-~ defined as follows: if (u, v) ~ T or (v, u) ~ T, 
then for every x, y E~*,  xuy<-->xvy. The congruence class of x (rood T) is 
[x] = {y ~ ~* [ Y ~" x}. The monoid presented by T has as elements the congruence 
classes of ~*(modT) ,  and as multiplication [x]o[y]=[xy]  so that [1] is the 
monoid identity. 
For a Thue system T, write x ---> y if x ~ y and [xl > lY[- Let *-% be the reflexive, 
transitive closure of --~. Each application of ~ is a reduction and each application 
of _._>-1 is an expansion. 
. 
Let $ be a finite alphabet. A word w~* has border ze~*  if there exist 
x, y ~,Y* such that w =xz  = zy and 0<lxl<lwl. m word is unbordered if it has no 
border. 
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The notion of unbordered word plays a key role here. 
Lemma 1. Let T = {(u, v)} be a Thue system on alphabet ~ such that lul > Iv[. I f  u 
is unbordered, then for every x, y ~ ~*,  x ~ y if and only if there exists z e ~*such 
that x -~ z and y -~ z. 
Proot. It is sufficient o show that if x ~ y, then there exists z e~*  such that 
x -~ z and y--~ z. Since x J¥ y if and only if there is a finite sequence of reductions 
and expansions that when applied to x will result in y. Thus, it is enough to show 
that for every sequence of one expansion followed by one reduction, there is an 
equivalent sequence of at most one reduction followed by one expansion. 
Let wl, w2, w3 be words in 2~* such that w 2 is obtained from wl by an 
expansion and w 3 is obtained from w by a reduction. If w3 = w~, then this 
sequence need never be used, so assume w3 y~ w~. Since w2 is obtained from wl by 
rewriting an occurrence of v in wl as u, w2 has a factorization xluyl ,  where 
wx = x~vy~. Since w3 is obtained from w2 by rewriting an occurrence of u in w2 as 
v, w2 has a factorization x3uy3, where w3 = x3t~Y3. Under the assumption w3 ~ wx, 
we conclude that x~ ~ x3 or Yl ~ Y3, say the former. Since xl and x3 are both 
prefixes of w2 and xa ~ x3, either x~ is a prefix of x3 or x3 is a prefix of x~, say the 
former. If xl is a prefix of x3, then there exists a z~ e ~* such that x3 = xll~, so 
that w 2 = X lUy  1 = X3Uy 3 = Xiziuy 3. ThUS,  XiU is a prefix of xlzxu, so that u being 
unbordered implies that z~= uz2 for some z2~2~*. Hence, we have w~=x~vyx, 
W 2 = X lUZ2Uy 3 = X lUy l ,  and w3 = x31)Y3, so  Yl = z2uy3 and x3 = xxuz2; thus, wx = 
Xll)Z2Uy 3 and w3=xluz21)Y3 . Letting wa=xlvz2vy3, we see that w4 is obtained 
from w~ by a reduction and w3 is obtained from w4 by an expansion. [] 
Lemma 2. Let T={(u,  v)} be a Thue system on alphabet ,~ such that lul>lvl. If u 
is unbordered, then the word problem for T is decidable. 
l~toot. By Lemma 1, for any x and y in ~*, x ~, y if and only if there exists 
z ~ ~* such that x *--> z and y ~ z. Since ~ is finite, there are only finitely many 
words in ~* that have length at most the minimum of {Ixl, [Yl}- Hence, one need 
only search for a word in the intersection of two finite sets, {z Ix *--> z} and 
{z [y~ z}. [] 
In fact, one can do better than the result of Lemma 2. It is shown in [2] that if T 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 2, then there is a linear time algorithm to solve 
the word problem for T. 
Using techniques similar to those used in the proof of Lemma 1, it is shown in 
[3] that the following holds: 
Lemma 3. Let T = {(u, 1)} be a Thue system on alphabet ~ and let M be the monoid 
presented by T. If  u is unbordered, then M has no nontrivial units. 
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Now we consider the 'density' of unbordered words. We will consider finite 
alphabets of different cardinalities and we lose no generality by assuming a fixed 
countably infinite alphabet F such that any finite alphabet ~ that we consider is 
an initial segment of F. 
If ,~ is an alphabet of size k, then for each integer n>0,  let uk(n)= 
card{w ~:~* ] Iwl = n and w is unbordered}. Sflberger [4] has shown that if a word 
w has a border, then it has a unique shortest border z and, in this case, z is 
unbordered and 2 ]z[ ~< [w]. This leads to the following fact. For each n > 1 and 
k>O,  
Ln/2J 
uk(n)=k"- ~, k"-2'uk(i). 
i= l  
Thus, for each n>0 and k>0,  we have uk(2n+l)=kuk(2n) and uk(2n)= 
kuk(2n-  1)--uk(n). This yields the following facts: 
Lemma 4. For every integer n >~ 1, 
uk(n) 
lira = 1. 
k--*~ k n 
Thus, 
u~(n) 
lim = 1. 
k----~ k n 
Lemma 4 makes precise the notion that 'almost all' words are unbordered. 
Now consider one-rule Thue systems. If T = {(u, v)} and lul = Ivl, then the word 
problem for T is decidable and there is a nondeterministic algorithm to solve this 
problem that uses only linear space. (We conjecture that there is a deterministic 
polynomial t ime-bounded algorithm to solve the word problem for Thue systems 
of this type.) Thus, we can restrict attention to Thue systems T={(u,  v)} with 
lul~lvl. 
If Z={(u, v)} and lul#lvl, say lul>lvl, and if u is unbordered, then the word 
problem for T is decidable by Lemma 2. Notice that this fact does not depend on 
the structure of v but only on that of u. Thus, when considering all Thue systems 
T = {(u, v)} with ]u[ > Ivl, it suffices to consider the structure of u. By Lemma 4 we 
see that almost all words u are unbordered. Thus we conclude the following fact. 
Theorem. Almost all one-rule Thue systems have decidable word problems. 
As noted above a stronger statement can be made. 
Coronary 1. Almost all one rule Thue systems T={(u,  v)} with lul elY[ have word 
problems that are decidable in linear time. 
A rule of the form (w, 1) is often referred to as a 'relator'. 
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2. Almost all monoids presented by a single defining relator have no 
nonlrivial units. 
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